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**Science Fact:**
Meet our class pet, Lithium the leopard gecko!

**Kindergarten:** We’re continuing our work on animals and beginning to talk about the special features that animals have, like bird beaks!

**First Grade:** We’ve begun building rollers to learn about the power of gravity and how things roll downhill.

**Second Grade:** We’ve learned about hand pollinating our “flowers” with baking soda, and now we’re perfecting our designs to move the most pollen possible. Ask your students how they’ve been solving problems in science!

**Third Grade:** We’re completing a project to help us identify and sort different sorts of animals. We spent some extra time going over the many kinds of invertebrates in the world, like worms, insects, and the alien-like hagfish!

**Fourth Grade:** We’re learning about volume and beginning to talk about the concept of density. Fourth grade is using this information to come up with their own definitions of solid and liquid states of matter.